Minutes
Home Economics Leaders Quarterly Meeting
September 9, 2009

The September 9, 2009 meeting of the Union County Home Economics Leaders was called to order by 4-H agent Carole Smith with 6 people in attendance. Those present were: Jhavanna Shaw, Robin Gerber, Caroline Ward, Georgia McKee, Cheryl Faulk, Amy Patterson, Sherry Nantz, Lori Graves, and Carole Smith.

Make it with Wool: Robin Gerber talked about the Oregon Make It with Wool contest. She invited other clubs to attend. The date is in Pendleton Oregon the weekend of Dec 5th.

Favorite Foods Contest: They were nice and had more entries this year. It was suggested that a time slot be given to each member. This would be like the favorite outfit board contest, and would not have the youth waiting so long. Also the judge’s sheets needs to match (point system) criteria.

Also need to use ONE judge sheet for cooking contest. Check criteria.

Premium Book: There was discussion about the 4-H Fair premium book. Carole would like 4-H to produce its own premium book. This would allow one UP TO DATE 4-H fair premium book. Either way the 4-H fair premium book needs some more attention, on organizing the wording, so members can understand it better. Lori Graves said she would take on this project.

Style Revue: Style Revue went ok.

Sewing Skills & Crochet Contests: Leaders, Parents, and Staff voiced there opinions about the contests. This area needed to be more organized. There was discussion about Judges and Criteria for both areas. As well as, what was expected of the judges and members.